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GK SA-II Practice Paper – 2019-20 

Class: II 
Name: __________________________________ Sec: ___________ Roll No: __________ 
 

I. State whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. Vatican City is the smallest country in the world.     (           ) 

2. In winter season people take out their umbrellas.      (           ) 

3. Snow White lived with the seven dwarfs.      (           ) 

4. The most popular language in the world is Mandarin Chinese.   (           ) 

5. You cannot talk and inhale at the same time.       (           ) 

6. The earth is the only planet in our solar system which supports life.  (           ) 

7. Goldilocks ate three bowls of fruits.       (           ) 

8. More than half the bones in our body are found in our legs.   (           ) 

9. Burj Khalifa is the smallest building in the world.      (           ) 

10. Every time Pinocchio lied, his nose became longer.     (           ) 

II. Fill in the boxes with the correct vowels to make new words. 
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III. Look at the pictures and identify the following from the help box. 

 

        

IV. Find one word in each row that does not fit in each group and circle it. 

     1. chair  stool   sofa   book   table                             

     2. September March   Saturday  December          May 

     3. bat           ball                wicket             helmet                racket 

     4. ears          nose             stomach              eyes   tongue    

      5. farming tennis          wrestling               cricket            boxing 

      6. painter          cat  doctor                    teacher            pilot                 

      7. banana         tomato          grapes                    apple               brinjal 

      8. Cinderella       treasure       Goldilocks         Jack          Snow White 

     

     

   

 

 

     

 
 

 

 

    

Eiffel Tower     baker         vadapav        boxing       clock     

Red Fort              mixer grinder         dosa        kabaddi          Virat Kohli       

PV Sindhu            piano           hockey             Taj Mahal 



V. Tick the correct answer. 

          

1. What is the currency used in Japan? 

a. Yen   b. Taka  c. Rupee  d. dollar 

2. In which country the famous landmarks Pyramid of Giza located? 

a. Brazil   b. Egypt  c. England  d. Australia 

3. Which is the national fruit of India? 

a. kiwi   b. orange  c. apple  d. mango 

4. If you take two apples from a basket of five apples, how many apples do you have? 

c. three   b. four           c.  two  d. five 

5. What goes up when the rain comes down? 

a. boots   b. gloves   c. umbrella  d. sweater 

6. What is the capital of France?  

a. Sydney   b. Paris  c. Hong Kong d. New York 

7. In which state the Gate Way of India located? 

b. Gujarat   b. Hyderabad c. Mumbai  d. Bihar 

8. Which is the biggest animal?  

b. elephant   b. rat   c. deer  d. bear 

VI. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers from the help box. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         

   1. ____________ is known as Father of the Nation. 

   2. ____________ is the longest river in India. 

   3. Sunlight takes about eight minutes to travel from the ___________ to earth. 

   4. _________________ is the largest country in the world. 

   5. In ____________ season flowers blooms everywhere. 

   6. _____________ is the smallest state in India. 

   7. ______________ is the largest planet in our solar system. 

   8. Goldilocks ate three bowls of __________________ in the house of the three  

      bears. 

Ganga        Braille        Jupiter            Neil Armstrong                 Russia                            

Goa              sun                  porridge                        Rip Van Winkle                     

         Mahatma Gandhi                spring                  nose 

 Neil Armstrong        Rip Van Winkle       porridge        22       Nile      tadpole   



   9. __________________ woke up after sleeping for 20 years. 

  10. Blind people can use their fingers to read using a system of raised dots  

       called ________________. 

  11. The first man to set foot on the moon was ___________________. 

12 . Every time Pinocchio lied, his ________ became longer! 

VII. Match the following.  

1. sunny         

2. rainy           

3. Dal baati choorma        

4. Khandvi        

5. elephant        

6. football         

7. Roller skating       

8. Athletics          

9. Wrestling        

10.  Hawa Mahal 

 

 


